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CITY/SHADOWS 

LOOKING THROUGH THE EYES OF A CITY(ZEN) 

 

By Alia Swastika 

 

How does one define the dynamics of a new mega-city, particularly in Asian countries? Does it involve 

observing how mobile the people are and how gentrified the city is?  

 

Human beings experience every city differently and this has created various gestures and visual 

languages. The definition of “city” has developed into a very complex notion and conception, which has 

involved not only political, economical or socio-cultural aspects, but also different power relations 

contesting the idea of public and private spaces. The recent phenomenon of the occupy movements 

that happened all over the world over the last five years, from New York, Istanbul, Hong Kong and 

others, showed how the ideas of a city as a space of contestation and negotiation has encouraged their 

citizens to play a significant role in activating spaces as political areas.  Asian cities become unique 

phenomena since many of the cities are multilayers of the history of post-colonialism, modernization, 

and growing economics of production and consumption, but at the same time, not too far away from 

rituals and the traditional way of living.  Therefore, the idea of inviting contemporary artists to be part 

of the architecture biennale is a way of bringing the notion of architecture of the city as an expanding 

field, not to focus only on the changing landscapes and urban planning, but also how the inhabitants 

creatively build a certain identity to the city itself.  

 

Poklong Anading has been exploring ideas of city, citizenship and space for the last decade, 

particularly connected to his own experiences of Manila, in the Philippines, and also his intensive 

travelling all over the world. While he is aware of the complex battle of notion of power on the notion 

of space in a city, Anading focuses on the relationships of citizen to citizen, citizen to space and citizen 

to its history. His interpretation of active citizens seems to be referring to the strategy and tactics of 

everyday life as observed by Michel de Certeau, the French sociologist, especially the fact that at 

times citizens hack the formal/official system to win the struggle of different conflicts.  

 

One of the projects proposed by Poklong Anading for the Venice Architecture Biennale is his 

investigation of some monuments and historical landmarks all over Manila and how those factors that 

comprise the identity of the city have to be in fast contestation with its gentrification. To collate the 

collective memories of the citizens regarding all these monuments and landmarks, Anading invites a 

wide number of people through social media to post their personal photographs that capture their 

relationship with those landmarks. Many of them posted old pictures from family albums, dating from 

1970s to recent works, to show the development of the surrounding environment from time to time 

and to see the changing landscapes and social behavior of the people. By collecting those 

photographs, Anading retraces the personal memory of these people and juxtaposes the tensions that 

exist today between the ruler and market interests. There is also a different meaning of the 
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monuments themselves for each individual. If in the past monuments represented the identity of the 

city, for the younger generations of young people those monuments are now part of a social landscape 

to put them on the stage of public domain. They take photos and put them on social media without 

underlining the importance of the history of the buildings, creating a meaning based only on its 

popularity in social media. The history then becomes shadows of their lifestyle and the new social 

relationships now occur through different layers of mediation. That is the reason Anading then 

changed their photographs and transformed their bodies into shadows. He also makes video 

installations where he photographed people in Rizal Park, an important historical landmark of the city 

(also its kilometer-zero) considered by local residents of Manila to be one of the most accessible 

public spaces/parks of the city.  By transforming them into silhouettes, Anading also builds the sense 

of anonymity, to blur the past, present and future. This approach is an expansion of his previous 

project, Ocular, which is a more personal narrative regarding a domestic worker in Hong Kong. 
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The second project, Modernity, is a series of four-channel videos that describe the lonely feeling of 

being alienated in a modern city. Having travelled around the world, Anading utilizes software that 

enables him to create a new sense of city, to build the narratives through sky scraper buildings and 

the sky, to give the romantic visualization of the feeling of alienation. Still related to the idea of 

shadows, in the installation Gateway, Anading puts a contrast to the empty sky and fulfilled view, and 

gives the audience the chance to imagine the ground based on this projection from above the ground. 

But this is also a question we might raise of the future; how will we relate with situations on the 

ground in a hundred years? Will we still see the ground in a similar way if everything now encourages 

us to look up above? Will we still be using the same notion of cosmology on the ground and the sky as 

we used to do? In the video, we see a reflection of our everyday life activities from different buildings 

he shot.  

 

The third project is a video series using the approach of a visual diary, where Anading shows how we 

experience a city in the context of mobility. As modern cities are defined by the various locations and 

sense of place and time, the human mobility has become one of most distinguished activities because 

it has provided opportunities and vehicles for humans to fulfill different roles of citizenship. Every city 

sees the system to mobilize people as something fundamental to its standard of civilization, so the 

need to be mobile becomes a mainstream agenda for urban studies. Anading invites his friends to 

collect stories on how the people experience Manila’s everyday life on the streets and how they 

struggle to be a part of it. Manila is known as having some of the worst traffic congestion in the world, 

so to go from one part of the city to another one needs to have a full knowledge of navigation of the 

topography of the city. The shoots are more in the style of guerrilla film, as a diary of everyday life, 

taken from the very personal point of view of the person holding the camera. From this approach we 
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see the city through the eyes of the people who have committed their love, hope, dedication, criticism, 

time, space, tensions and other aspects of life.  

 

Anading seems to consider the notion of “city” as the collection of narratives from its citizens. The 

range includes the arena of a power battle between different parties and social groups in the city, as 

well as being a citizen and an individual with unique stories and perspectives, the narrative of the city 

being built, and those within the contestation and the attempts of living together. His idea of “city” 

goes beyond the perception of buildings, streets, markets, offices, busses, and material infrastructure; 

a city is a mode of living between the visible and invisible, the material world and the non-material 

beliefs, the real and the imaginary.  

 

By adding this narrative of personal memories of those who live in Manila, Anading provides a deep 

and strong standpoint of different individuals in creating a strategy to navigate the complexities of 

urban living while maintaining the activism to make the city a better place to live in by urging the 

government to treat the citizens as human beings (from demanding the politicians not to see 

individuals as statistics, to forcing companies and capitalistic businessmen not to see citizens merely 

as market potential). Hence, a city is a common platform where people can meet and share ordinary 

stories, joy, happiness, sadness, traumas, hysteria, or even to be politically active through their own 

experiences of living in a city. Even though every city, every country and every cultural context has its 

own history and characteristic, there are similarities in contemporary discourses and social problems 

that are encouraged by the fast development of globalization. The idea of creating mega cities all over 

the world becomes an illusion of postmodern thought, particularly within the context of the 

contemporary, that currently becomes a heightened projection of a future that consists of a collection 

of dreams of each individual rather than representing the summary statistics of growth and 

gentrification.  

 

 

 

 

 

  


